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LOCAL ARTIST JENNA KAST FEATURED IN THE ART GARAGE’S STUDIO B 

 
Green Bay, WI | July 8, 2021 – The Art Garage is excited to announce their first Studio B 
Spotlight by local artist Jenna Kast. This spotlight is a featured benefit to local artists as 
part of their new Membership program. Jenna Kast, an emerging abstract artist known 
for her colorful, intuitive and gestural paintings, works primarily with acrylic paint, often 
incorporating spray paint, pastel, pen and metallic foils. 
 
“Through my intuitive and sometimes gestural abstractions I aim to express the 
intangible: sentiment, passion, and feeling,” said Jenna Kast. “I found myself drawn to 
nonrepresentational art because it felt like emotion incarnate – a release of energy that 
creates a marker in time of intangible thought and emotion. I believe in the viewing of 
abstract art we are not only gaining a glimpse of the innermost thoughts of the artist, 
but also seeing our own innermost thoughts, hopes and dreams reflected back to us 
like a mirror, via our own internal reaction to what we see.” 
 
Through The Art Garage’s new membership program, supporters can receive special 
members rates on art workshop, event tickets, artwork purchases, submission fees, and 
more, as well as added benefits for local creatives. Because of the support received 
from members, donors, and business sponsors, The Art Garage is able to provide 
affordable arts educational workshops throughout the year, unique creative outlet 
programming for the community, free and accessible art exhibitions, and opportunities 
for budding and emerging artists. To learn more about The Art Garage’s membership, 
visit https://theartgarage.org/collections/become-a-member.  
 
Fitting for her self-taught, intuitive style, her work is inspired by emotion and feeling: both 
the expression of her own, and in the final piece, as an invitation for the observer to 
make their own interpretations based on their own experiences and state of mind. We 
invite the community to join us for an artist reception on July 22 from 6:00 PM – 8:00 PM. 
Artist Jenna Kast will be present during the artists reception as well as special open 
studio hours as listed; July 9 9:00AM – 2:00 PM, July 19 6:00 PM – 8:00 PM, July 20 9:00 AM 
– 11:00 AM, July 22 9:00 AM – 11:00 AM, and July 23 9:00 AM – 2:00 PM. Her artwork can 
also be viewed during The Art Garage’s normal gallery hours.  
 



The Art Garage is a local not-for-profit organization whose mission is to encourage an 
appreciation for and participation in the visual, performing, and literary arts. The Art 
Garage hosts exhibitions, workshops, performances, and many special events, all 
geared to celebrate the arts in our community and the artist in all of us. The Art Garage 
gallery is open Thursdays 11:00 AM to 3:00 PM, Fridays 3:00 PM to 7:00 PM, Saturday 
12:00 PM to 4:00 PM, and Sunday 12:00 PM – 4:00 PM. 
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